Abstract-When we talk with hands-free in a car or noisy lobby, the performance of the echo canceller degrade because background noise added to echo caused by the distance from mouth to microphone is relatively long. It gives a reason for necessity of noise-robust and high convergence speed adaptive algorithm. And if acoustic echo canceller operated not perfectly, residual signal going through the echo canceller to far-end speaker remains residual echo, which degrade quality of talk. To solve this problem, post-processing needed to remove residual echo ones more. In this paper, we propose a new acoustic echo canceller, which has noise robust and high convergence speed, linked with linear predictor as a post-processor. By computer simulation, it is confirmed that the proposed algorithm shows better performance from acoustic interference cancellation (AIC) viewpoint.
I. INTRODUCTION
NLMS family algorithms are simple and numerically robust. But these algorithms have drawback of converging slowly, especially when input signal is colored. On the other hand, RLS algorithm exhibits fast convergence in colored or strongly correlated input signal, but it has heavy computational burdens. To solve these problems, affine projection (AP) algorithm was suggested [1] .
The AP algorithm is a generalization of the NLMS algorithm. This algorithm lies somewhere between NLMS algorithm and RLS algorithm from a performance and computational complexity point of view. But, when a projection is performed, noise amplification problem arises and this phenomenon degrades the performances of the AP algorithm [2] [3] .
And when the source of the acoustic echo signal is speech it is difficult to remove residual echo perfectly, because residual signal come from the output of the echo canceller has the same character of the speech signal [4] .
In this paper, we propose a new modified AP algorithm to reduce noise amplification problem of AP algorithm.
And it is linked with linear predictor as a post-processor, which whitens residual speech characteristics.
II. PROPOSED ECHO CANCELLER
The block diagram of the proposed echo canceller is shown in fig. 1 . The proposed system consists of two stages. The first stage consists of adaptive echo path modeling. And second stage consists of linear prediction error filter, as a post-processor, which whitens residual speech characteristics. 
A. Modified AP algorithm
A modified AP algorithm is proposed to reduce noise amplification problem of AP algorithm. The proposed modified AP algorithm normalizes the update equation to reduce noise amplification of AP algorithm, by adding the multiplication of error power and projection order to autocovariance matrix of input signal.
The proposed modified AP algorithm, in general form, is summarized by Table. I B. Post-Processing 1) Double-talk detector An important characteristic of a good echo canceller is a double-talk detector. But in some applications, near-end noise may be continuously present and then the use of a double-talk detector becomes futile. Robustness to double-talk may be established by taking into account the near-end signal characteristics [5] . In proposed system, normalized cross correlation (NCR) algorithm [6] y . In its standard form, the NCR algorithm is computationally infeasible, but fortunately one may form a computationally cheap version of the algorithm by assuming that the adaptive filter has converged to the true echo path. Here, we use the forgetting factor version of the cheap NCR algorithm, forming the decision variable [7] .
TABLE I SUMMARY OF THE MODIFIED AP ALGORITHM
where L is the adaptive filter length, P is the projection order of modified AP algorithm, and the following definitions are made: (6) [ ]
t n n n n e d = −x w : a priori error signal (8) [ ] (2.27) with λ denoting a forgetting factor. Double-talk is deemed to occur when
2) Linear prediction error filter The residual echo signal is whitened by using linear prediction error filter with P th order. 
III. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We apply to acoustic echo canceller with the proposed algorithm in hands-free environments. Far-end signal recorded with 8 kHz sampling rate, 16 bits quantizationlevel, and 10 second-long man and woman alternate pronounced English sentences. For considering doubletalk situation, near-end signal recorded with 2 secondlong man pronounced the other English sentences. Farend signal to background noise ratio set to 30 dB and 20dB by assuming low level and high level whiteGaussian background noise, respectively. And acoustic echo path impulse response measured in small size office room with 512 th order lengths. Adaptive filter has the same length, step-size, . For performance evaluation with proposed algorithm, AIC(acoustic interference cancellation) were used [4] . 
Where,
means estimated interference signal including estimated echo and background noise. Equation (16) means power ratio of microphone input signal ) (k y (including acoustic echo and background noise) and transmitted signal ) ( k z (or residual error signal). Therefore as acoustical echo is eliminated more by acoustic echo canceller, AIC has larger value. Fig. 5 (c) , the echo and residual signal well removed by the proposed adaptive filter before and after double-talk intervals. The results at relatively high SNR, based on AIC with NLMS, AP, proposed modified AP and proposed modified AP without post-processing are shown in Fig. 6 . The Proposed algorithm has about 3 dB gain over the existing method at relatively high SNR. Fig. 7 ~ 11 show the results for relatively low SNR, 20dB including double-talk intervals. In fig. 7 ~ 10 (a) , red color signal means near-end signal for double-talk intervals. As shown in Fig. 10 (c) , the echo and residual signal well removed by the proposed adaptive filter before and after double-talk intervals at relatively low SNR.
The results at relatively low SNR, based on AIC with NLMS, AP, proposed modified AP and proposed modified AP without post-processing are shown in Fig. 11 .
The Proposed algorithm has more than 3 ~ 5dB gain over the existing method at relatively low SNR. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
By computer simulation, the proposed algorithm has better performance over the existing method at relatively low SNR. Consequently, the proposed algorithm is more efficient to large background noise and residual echo.
